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Wilshire Liquid Alternative Index℠ Returns 1.44% in July. 
Santa Monica, Calif., August 22, 2022 - The Wilshire Liquid Alternative Index℠, which provides a 
representative baseline for how the broad liquid alternative investment category performs, returned      
1.44% in July, outperforming a 0.54% monthly return for the HFRX Global Hedge Fund Index. The 
Wilshire Liquid Alternative Index family aims to deliver precise market measures for the performance of 
diversified liquid alternative investment strategies implemented through mutual fund structures, backed 
by a proprietary classification methodology. 
 
Equity markets rallied in July, despite further rate rises and continued recessionary pressures, as 
investors looked past short-term headwinds at an expected pullback in inflation and subsequent 
lowering of rates within the next 12-months. 
 
The Wilshire Liquid Alternative Equity Hedge IndexSM ended the month up 3.00%, outperforming the 
HFRX Equity Hedge Index’s return of 1.20%. 
 

• Equity hedge was the best performing sub-strategy index for the month as managers reaped the 
benefits of a strong trend reversal in broader equity markets. Low net exposure coming into the 
month contributed to underperformance versus relevant equity indices. Crowded tech 
rebounded off June lows, providing substantial support to the peer group, while a rebound in 
low quality detracted on the short side. 
 

The Wilshire Liquid Alternatives Event Driven IndexSM ended the month up 1.18%, outperforming the 
HFRX Event Driven Index’s monthly return of -0.45%. 
 

• Event driven managers benefited from tightening deal spreads as markets stabilized following a 
choppy June.  While deal flow has slowed coming into the summer months, M&A developments 
remain mostly positive.  
 

The Wilshire Liquid Alternative Multi-Strategy IndexSM, which includes both single and multi-manager 
funds, returned 1.27% in July. 
 
The Wilshire Liquid Alternative Global Macro IndexSM ended the month down -2.24%, underperforming 
the HFRX Macro/CTA Index’s monthly return of -1.48%. 
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• Macro managers suffered from pro-inflation positioning as equity markets rallied, crude prices 
fell, and yield curves flattened. Systematic trend followers struggled with reversals across major 
asset classes. Dollar strengthening provided some offsetting support to the peer group, however. 
 

The Wilshire Liquid Alternative Relative Value IndexSM ended the month up 1.42%, underperforming the 
HFRX Relative Value Arbitrage Index’s monthly return of 2.15%. 
 

• Relative value managers had a strong month despite another 75-basis point hike in July. 
Corporate credit managers benefitted from tightening spreads in both US high yield and US 
investment grade.  Structured credit managers continued to post positive returns, and 
convertible strategies benefitted from the rally in equities. 
 

About Wilshire 
Wilshire is a global provider of market-leading indexes, advanced analytics, and multi-asset investment 
solutions. A trusted partner to a diverse range of more than 500 leading institutional investors and 
financial intermediaries, our clients rely on us to improve investment outcomes for a better future. 
Wilshire advises on over $1.3 trillion in assets and manages $93 billion in assets and is headquartered in 
the United States with offices worldwide. 
 
More information on Wilshire can be found at www.wilshire.com 
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